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TJ.l'ory "r ilJ"<tri<tlJI>i~ <t"pli(.,1lu 1"('1)1"""'111
<tIH!tu <t1J<tly~..
~y~I(>I11<tt
i("<tll~'11..eITectil"l' lIamiltonians

und..r the preSf'nCe uf th.. inl'arianc.. sYl11metry gronp. Th,>

l1lethod consists in constructing first the Integrity Basis which enables one to \lse
polynol1lial or rational function expansion of t'/fectil'e Hamiltonians
finite number of basic polynomials.

in terms of a

The de$cription of the ril1g of il1\'ariant func-

tions and the Integrity Basis is based on thf' tt'chnique of tht' ~Iolien (gt'nerating)
fUl1ctions. ~Iolien function sholl's in symbolic form the structure of the module of
il/l'arianl functions: the number al1d the degree of basic and auxiliary in\'ariant polynomials. The second stt'p consists in using t hf' in\'ariant polynomials as \'ariablt'S
for the parametrizatiol1 of the phast' SpaCf'of tht' dynal1lic problt'm go\'erent'd by tht'
efficth'e Hamiltonian under study. This gil'es the gt'ometrical rt'presentation
phase

of tht'

- orbifold.

space

Any t'/fecth',; Hõmiltonian can be l"t'prt'St'ntt'd as a functioJ1 d~f!!'~d O\'f'r tht'
orbifold.

Any fixt'd ent'rgy corrt'sponds to thf' t'nt'rgy surface II'hich cut tht' orb-

ifold. The important qualitath't'

charactt'ristics

is tht' topological structure

of the

indh'idual energy surface. ICthe topological structurt' of the t'l1ergy sectiol1 changes
undt'r the smooth \'ariation of tht' t'nf'rg.\' thf' COrrf'sponding t'nt'rgy is rt'latt'd to
the stationary manifold of the e/ft'cth't' Hamiltonian.

Thus the gt'Omt'trical form of

tht' orbifold is uSt'ful for the dt'scription of stationary orbits. i.e. for the qualitath'e
analysis of the Hamiltonian.1
The application of tht' gent'ral approach will bf' dt'l1Ionstratt'd on sel'f'ral difff'rt'nt example$: t'tft'ctin> Hamiiltonians for rotational problt'm for indÏ\'idual \'ibrational statt'. etft'Cth'e Hamiltonians for \'ibrational polyads. and t'/fectil't' Hamiltonians for Rydbt'rg statt's of hydrogen atom undt'r the presence of t'1t'ctic and magnetic
fields.
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The vibrationa1 ciraJJar dichroism
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USA

(VCD) is a differentia1 absorption

right circularly polariz.ed inftared light Here, we report observations
of diamagnetic

mo1ecu1es in a strong magnetic

fie1d. Although

to vibrationa1 transitions

and ana1yses of spectra

spectroscopy,

is

spectra

are rotationa1ly reso1ved (RR MVCD) and can be

ana1ysed on the basis of exact rotationa1 wavefunctions.
provides an information

left and

the reso1ution achieved

rather sma1l (0.1 cm.1) in comparison with standards in the absorption
corresponding

ofthe

Thus the RR MVCD spectroscopy

about vibrationa1 and rotationa1 magnetic moments

of molecules,

as an a1temative to cIassica1 Zeeman studies.
The absorption index for the Ieftlright circu1ar1y polariz.ed light for the transition

g-e

is proportiona1 to the e1ecttic dipo1e integrall<8II1Je>12. where 11.=l1x% l1y. X and Y are the

laboratory axes, axis Z is para1lel to the light propagation and to the intensity of the
magnetic fie1d. Using the symmetric top wavefunction basis and the Wigner-Eckart
theorem, an ana1ytic expression for RR MVCD spectra1 intensities can be found.1
On the basis ofthe ana1ysisofRR MVCD ofacetylene, we estimated its rotational
magnetic moments in the ground and vibrationa1ly excited states2 as wel1 as the purely
vibrationa1 magnetic moment in the Vsstate.3..

[1] Boui, P.; Tam, C.N.; Wang, B. and Keiderling, T.A. Mo/eclI/ar Physics 1996,87(2),
299-318.
[2] Tam. C.N.; Boui. P.; and Keiderling, T.A. JChem. Phys. 1996. /0-1, 1813.
[3] Boui. P.; Tam. C.N.; Keiderling, T.A. J. Phys. Chem. 1996,100,2062-2065.
[4] Boui. P.;Tam. t!.N.; Keiderling, T.A. J. Phys. Chem. 1995,99,17810-17813.
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SPECTROSCOPIC DEVELOPMENT FOR THE ANALYSIS OF
MEASUREMENTS FROM THE GLOBAL OZONE MONITORING
EXPERIMENT
KELLV CHANCE

Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics
60 Garden Street
Cambridge, Massachusetts,

USA

This talk presents details of several of the developments in quantitative

molecu-

lar spectroscopy that support the analysis of data from the European Space Agency's
Global Ozone Monitoring Experiment (GOME). GOME was launched on the European Remote Sensing 2 satellite on April 20, 1995. It has currently operated for
more than one year, obtaining nadir atmospheric spectra úom 240-790 nm. The
spectral resolution is 0.2 nm in the ultraviolet and 0.4 nm in the visible. The objectives of the

GOME

project

include

enhanced

mapping

of ozone,

with emphasis

on

the global distribution of tropospheric ozone.
The major spectroscopic
guished from stratospheric

feature that permits tropospheric

03 to be distin-

03 in nadir viewing is the nonlinear, structured

tem-

perature dependence of absorption in the ultraviolet Huggins bands. Details of the
Huggins band absorption

as they affect retrieval of height-resolved 03 determina-

tions are presented. Accurate analysis of GOME spectra to retrieve concentrations
of 03 and other atmospheric species must account for the inelastic scatteril1g of light
Crom the Fraunhofer irradiance spectrum, including corrections for atmospheric absorptions (the "Ring effect"). AI1 improved characterization and parameterization
of the microscopic molecular physics for Ring effect scattering due to the rotatiol1al
Raman effect is presented.

GOME uses the visible O2 A band Corcloud correction in

the 03 retrieval process. The determination
database CorO2 A band absorption
lemperature-dependent

of an improved molecular spectroscopic

is presel1ted and correctiol1 Cor pressure- al1d

formatiol1 oCthe O2-02 collisional complex is discussed.
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An overview of this high sensitivity linear absorption method wi\l be given, including a brief outline of recent spectroscopic applications. The various features of
CRDS wi\l be discussed, which are the following:High sensitivity, due to the long
equivalent absorption path length (up to about lOOkm)iMeasurement of absolute
absorption coeffìcients,whichcan be obtained directly if some precautions are takenj
Spectral resolution, limited until now by the pulsed laser employedjSpectral coverage, which includes all the visible, the near infrared, and the near UV with reduced
sensitivity. Future perspectives will also be discussed, in particu!ar the promise to
obtain a much improved spectral reso!ution.
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The "Ritz" program, first used for the analysis of the FT absorption
tra of methanol isotopomers, has been extended 10 enable the treatment

spec-

of other

molecules. The new version of the program first reads an ASCI1 file with information specific to the molecule (quantum numbers used for labeling the levels, selection
rules, available

approximate

wavenumbers

for the vibrational

modes

. . . ), then loads

the databases containing the already assigned lines and levels for the molecule, if
available, and enters an interactive mode. As the older "Ritz" program, the new
"multi-molecule"

Ritz program evaluates the energy levels involved in the assigned

transitions by the Rydberg-Ritz combination principle, then extrapolates
gies of new levels by parabolic (or more complex) extrapolations.

the ener-

A new feature

of this program is that the leve\s of a new sequence, for which an extrapolation
is not possible, can be searched for by an "expert system" technique.

This new

method, sti11 in progress, has been checked by searching for new excited torsional
or vibrationallevel

sequences of CD30H and 13CH30H. The program has also been

tested with preliminary analyses of the small-amplitude vibrational ground state of
hydrazine and of the ground inversion state of cyanamide.
the IR-FIR hydrazine spectrum

(in collaboration

Full investigations of

with Li-Hong Xu, Univcrsity of

New Brunswick), and of the cyanamide spectrum (in col1aboration with Brenda and
Manfred Winnewisser, Justus-Liebig

University of Giessen) have been initiated.
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AN ANALYTIC EXPRESSION FOR THE MOLECULAR EMISSION
SIGNAL OBSERVED IN COAXIAL-NOZZLE
FOURlER-TRANSFORM
MICROWAVE SPECTROSCOPY
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Transient microwave spectroscopy was introduced by Dicke and Romer1 2 approximately 40 years ago. In the early eighties, Balle, Flygare, and coauthors de-

veloped a time-domain microwavespectrometer based on a pulsed supersonic gas
expansion perpendicular

to the axis of a Fabry-Perot

resonator3

,

and provided

theoretical expressions for the shape of the observed tral1sient molecular sigl1al4 5 .
Since the velocity equilibration of the molecules during the gas expansion minimizes Doppler and pressure broadening, the achievable linewidth in such an experiment should be very small. Unfortunately, the short transit time of the polarized
gas through the small active region of the cavity limits the resolution.
sitivity and resolution of the spectrometer
arrangement

of the microwave

resonator

Both sen-

can be greatly improved by a coaxial

and the gas expansion

source6

. Due

to the

propagation of the molecular beam along the symmetry axis of the mirrors, both
the transit time through the active region of the cavity and the volume of the gas
ensemble interacting with the active region of the resonator are maximized. With
this arrangement, the lines of the molecular emission signal appear in the frequency
domain as completely resolved doublets with individuallinewidths

of approximately

1kHz (HWHM). The experimental results are explained using the density matrix
formalism to yield expressions analogous to the optical Bloch equations.

An analyt-

ical function for the shape of the free induction decay (FID) of the molecular signal
is derived by calculating the transient electrical field using ~Iaxwell's equations.

I
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